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 JL DAEMON Tools Lite v4.35.5 JL or the JL version (sometimes referred to as the DjL (Deluxe) version) of DAEMON Tools is an official release of the freeware file archiver and CD/DVD creator, originally written by Andreas H. Müller. DAEMON Tools Lite v4.35.5 JL was released on 8 July 2014. What's new This is the release notes for version 4.35.5. Fixed an issue where DTA could not be
found in some installations. Added the following update information to the desktop.ini file: [Update_JL] Update_URL= Fixed an issue where Audio CD/DVD burning would stop when a certain amount of error messages occurred. Added an option to show the current DTA version and installation path. For more information visit: Critical Security bug According to the developer, there is a critical

security bug in the latest version of DTA. All users should stop using v4.35.5 until this issue is solved. The bug affects the Windows XP version only and can be reproduced only on Windows XP systems. Updated version of DAEMON Tools Lite Version 4.35.6 of DAEMON Tools Lite was released on 18 August 2015. Added a new Chinese translation of the desktop.ini file. Fixed an issue where a
corrupt IMG file could cause an error during the DVD burning process. Fixed an issue where corrupted ISO images caused errors during the burning process. Fixed an issue where the [Update] button would fail to function properly during installation of an update. Fixed an issue where the up/down buttons in the main window could not be used to navigate the menu. Improved the format support of the

IMG file of the Windows Vista version. This version was released with the same critical security bug that appeared in the previous release. All users should immediately cease the use of this version. The bug affects the Windows XP version only and can be reproduced only on Windows XP systems. Version 4.35.7 of DAEM 82157476af
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